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INTRODUCTION 
Almost as soon as humans could become airborne, 
militaries have been searching for assets from the air. 

The first military observation plane went into the air just 
six years after the Wright Brothers flew at Kitty Hawk—and 
from the first days of U-2 surveillance, finding the object 
of the mission while avoiding detection has centered on 
aerial assets flying higher and faster.1 Half a century after 
that first observation plane, remotely crewed systems 
made their first large-scale strategic appearance in the 
Vietnam War. Now, half a century after that finds a world 
returning to great power competition with an intense race 
to develop and build remotely crewed systems.2 

A July 2021 paper by CSIS’s Seth Jones outlined one of the 
greatest challenges in great power competition as hiding 
and finding; that is, finding the assets and maneuvers our 
adversaries attempt to conceal.3 Not only does this challenge 
place a greater weight on the intelligence, surveillance, 

and reconnaissance (ISR) mission set, but it also marks an 
operational shift toward contested spaces. As the focus of 
the ISR mission tightens around these challenges, more 
effort will be spent against adversaries and near-peer 
competition—a theme which shaped the March 2020 force 
postures of the U.S. Air Force, U.S. Army, and U.S. Navy. 
Their renewed emphasis on contested environments and 
classified systems, for both crewed and remotely crewed 
systems, would have felt familiar in the 1960s.

But while the challenges may rhyme, technology has 
changed the melody: remotely crewed systems represent 
an important opportunity for fewer people to be at risk 
even as the ISR mission penetrates farther into contested 
environments. While their most important use is removing 
service members from dangerous environments, remotely 
crewed systems also have the potential to reduce the 
cost per flying hour even while keeping machines in the 
air longer and increasing the range and fidelity of the 
information obtained. These benefits are particularly 
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powerful for the ISR mission, where persistence and access 
are first-order priorities. With increased emphasis on rising 
great power competition amid declining troop numbers, 
remotely crewed systems have the demonstrated ability 
to help mend the gap while ensuring that the “finding” 
mission continues to succeed. If great power competition 
results in high intensity conflict, remotely crewed systems 
may provide additional advantages in terms of production 
costs and manufacturing time that would prove significant 
in a conflict with high attrition rates.  

This brief examines the United States’ current and future 
plans for remotely crewed systems by performing a 
comprehensive review of the remotely crewed portfolio and 
providing a data source that tracks remotely crewed spending 
across the Department’s budget. While the paper focuses on 
the ISR mission set, it will identify and analyze trends across 
all types of remotely crewed systems. After establishing a 
definition for what is and is not a remotely crewed system, 
the brief establishes the growing intersection of remotely 
crewed systems and the ISR mission. While the overlap 
between the two is incomplete, over 90 percent of remotely 
crewed systems are used in support of ISR today. Some of 

the key challenges include contested environments, reduced 
manpower, and classified environments. The brief then 
analyzes the remotely crewed systems investment portfolio 
that might respond to those challenges, focusing specifically 
on system development and a few key technologies. This 
analysis will show what differences, if any, exist between 
the Department’s current strategy and the platforms it is 
currently developing and fielding. 

DEFINING TERMS   
While “remotely crewed system” is often presumed to be a 
direct transliteration of unmanned aircraft system (UAS), 
for the purposes of this paper, the former is intended to be a 
far broader category. In this brief, remotely crewed systems 
include UASs, but also ground- and sea-based systems. As 
evidenced in Figure 1, aircraft may comprise the largest 
single subcategory of remotely crewed vehicles, but missile 
defense, ground systems, and shipbuilding also comprise 
substantial parts of the landscape.

The bounds of the category are systems that are primarily 
operated remotely (and so are not autonomous), can be 
controlled during their operation, and are intended to 
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Figure 1: FY 2021 RDT&E and Procurement Funding  
for Aerial, Ground, and Maritime Uncrewed Systems
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complete a return journey. This excludes equipment that is 
simply launched for a single, non-return journey, such as 
missiles. Satellites also share traits with remotely crewed 
systems but are excluded due to crucial differences that 
come with operating in space, where all military satellites 
are remotely crewed.

For budgetary purposes, this analysis looks at remotely 
crewed systems that have their own distinct budget line.4 
This is a strict criterion that enables a comparison over a 
greater number of years, but that excludes a mix of support 
systems, payloads, integration efforts, and broader research 
topics that fund both remotely crewed and crewed systems. 
This approach also excludes optionally crewed vehicles, 
such as the Army’s Optionally Manned Fighting vehicle or 
Future Attack Reconnaissance Aircraft. These platforms 
are making major investments in remote capabilities but 
delivering a crewed vehicle on schedule may take priority 
for early iterations. A limitation of this approach is that it 
does not include a variety of portfolio-related programs, 
especially for counter-mine efforts, that group remotely 
crewed efforts among a variety of other programs.5 This 
approach to the data also includes little Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) or Strategic Capabilities 
Office (SCO) funding for uncrewed systems. The former 
agency is especially notable as an important driver of 
early-stage research, but its budget lines often intermingle 
remotely and traditionally crewed development funds, 
precluding those lines from the exclusively remotely 
crewed definition used in this paper. 

The data for this report is drawn primarily from budget 
requests from 1999 onward for the research, development, 
test, and evaluation (RDT&E) and procurement titles of 
the president’s budget, building on work done by the CSIS 
Defense Budget Analysis Program;6 a full list of all of the 
program elements (PEs)/line items the authors identified 
as being for uncrewed systems is included in the appendix. 
This paper uses March 2020 force posture statements as a 
bridge between posture statements historical enough to 
have affected multiple budget requests, yet recent enough 
to reflect current strategy.

ENABLING THE ISR MISSION
The predominant use for remotely crewed systems has 
historically been ISR, and this section will discuss several 
of the ways that remotely crewed systems, including UASs, 
support the ISR mission. The services’ 2020 force posture 
statements reflect how critical remotely crewed systems 
will become. In a contested environment, these systems 

remove the risk of physical harm to the warfighter, while 
also offering additional competitive advantages for the 
return to great power competition. Remotely crewed 
systems also have the ability to stay in the air longer 
than their traditional counterparts, extending reach and 
increasing the volume of intelligence gathered, even as 
they can be deployed more cheaply per flying hour.7

Indeed, ISR is perhaps the primary driver of remotely 
crewed systems’ growth. The predominance of such 
systems in ISR applications makes sense: while 
transmitting operational commands from remote locations 
can lead to a damaging delay in combat situations, this 
typically does not have a significant effect on an ISR 
mission set, making remotely crewed systems leverageable 
with relatively little mission cost. The importance of 
remotely crewed systems in the ISR mission is also backed 
by market numbers. According to the Boston Consulting 
Group, in the last few years alone, investment in UAVs has 
grown “at roughly 5 percent per year since 2013, outpacing 
the growth rate of the total airborne ISR market (3.9 
percent). . . . Demand, both global and domestic, continues 
to grow at a faster rate than overall defense spending.”8

In addition to posture statements from individual services, 
there is a robust need for remotely crewed ISR capabilities 
from Unified Combatant Commands (COCOMs). An 
integral part of meeting this need has come from ISR 
transfer funds rather than standard budget lines; the 
resulting lack of a comprehensive dataset presents a 
challenge to analysis. The 2020 Intelligence, Surveillance 
and Reconnaissance Request’s $100.3 million transfer 
includes several small remotely crewed aerial assets, as 
well as additional funds for high altitude assets, reflecting 
many of the overall budget patterns which will be 
discussed in more detail later in this brief.9 The ISR transfer 
fund was eliminated from the FY21 appropriations bill, and 
the Department of Defense (DoD) has not requested its 
inclusion in the FY22 request.

CONTESTED ENVIRONMENTS 
When remotely crewed systems became more prominent 
in the early aughts, the post–Cold War order found the 
U.S. strategy suddenly bereft of a single defining adversary. 
While remotely crewed systems were able to prove 
their worth in counterterrorism and counterinsurgency 
operations in this period, questions remained whether 
that utility could be as readily applied against more 
sophisticated adversaries. As policy has more recently 
shifted back to great power competition, UAVs have 
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found a crucial role in entering contested environments. 
The Air Force’s Next Generation ISR Dominance Flight 
Plan 2018–2028 “reorients the ISR Enterprise by aligning 
ends, ways, and an initial assessment of means to shift 
from a manpower-intensive permissive environment 
to a human-machine teaming approach in a peer threat 
environment.”10 

In 2020, all services delivered force posture statements 
to Congress—and all their force postures proposed using 
remotely crewed systems to advance into contested space. 
In their statement to Congress on the Department of the 
Navy’s 2020 force posture, Acting Navy Secretary Thomas 
B. Modly, Admiral Michael M. Gilday, and General David H. 
Berger said the MQ-25, the Navy’s first unmanned carrier-
based aircraft, will both extend the services reach and lay 
“the foundation for integrating unmanned air power into 
our carrier fleet,” which “extends the lethal strike range of 
the CVW into denied areas.”11

The Army statement by Hon. McCarthy and Gen. 
McConville said, “we will increase our competitive aviation 
advantage with next generation aircraft designed to 
penetrate contested airspace and support independent 
maneuver from greater distances through extended 
range, endurance and lifting capacity” as part of its Future 
Vertical Lift (FVL) modernization priority. The statement 
continued, stating that “over $800M is included in the 
FY21 President’s Budget to develop initial designs and 
unmanned demonstration systems” under the FVL 
initiative.12 Some FVL systems may take substantial 

additional research before use, as, for example, current 
helicopters’ radar signals make them a challenge to use in 
contested airspace. Remotely crewed systems will likely 
act as the vanguard for future FVL systems in two key 
ways: they will be used years earlier than the FVL systems, 
which are slated for a first unit equipped in 2030,13 and 
remotely crewed systems will likely be sent into contested 
spaces first. Systems planned for that vanguard include 
the FVL’s Air-Launched Effects (ALE) systems, which are 
specifically designed to be remotely crewed; the Army is 
also developing remotely crewed ground systems.14 

The majority of remotely crewed systems belong to 
the Air Force, which released a Next Generation ISR 
Dominance Flight Plan in addition to its force posture.15 
That plan highlights how sharp the service expects 
the shift to contested spaces to be, swiftly overtaking 
traditional conflict. 

Remotely crewed systems present several advantages 
for these contested spaces, including a greater number 
of flying hours. As Figure 2 shows, this can represent a 
greater number of passes over the target, which improves 
the quality of the images produced even in the face of 
declining manpower and reduced resources: remotely 
crewed systems’ longer flying hours create the potential for 
fewer flights to make an increased number of passes.16 

DECLINING MANPOWER, REDUCED RESOURCES 
The Boston Consulting Group’s recent analysis of the ISR 
market concluded that “demand [for ISR technologies], 

Source: Krysztof Bosak, Secrets of UAV Photomapping (2014) via R. K. Nichols et al., “Chapter 10: UAS Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR),” Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems in the Cyber Domain, 2nd ed. (Manhattan: New Prairie Press, 2019), https://kstatelibraries.pressbooks.pub/unmannedaircraftsystems/chapter/chapter-10-
uas-intelligence-surveillance-and-reconnaissance-isr/.

Figure 2: Surface, Map Shape, and Flight Altitude (Bosak, 2014)
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both global and domestic, continues to grow at a faster rate 
than overall defense spending.”17 Remotely crewed systems 
can represent substantial savings in purchase price and 
operating costs, creating potential to ameliorate this gap. 
This section will outline some of the ways that remotely 
crewed systems compare to traditional crewed systems. 

The most important benefit of remotely crewed systems is 
people. The current generation of remotely crewed systems 
requires a roughly equivalent number of personnel to 
operate compared to traditionally crewed systems, as most 
personnel are dedicated to maintenance. 

Over the medium to long term, new advancements 
may also reduce the number of troops needed per each 
remotely crewed platform, answering the challenge of 
declining troop numbers.18

Instead, remotely crewed systems present a more important 
personnel “savings”: their use keeps personnel out of 
contested environments, diminishing the risk to service 
members. Both the Air Force and Army March 2020 force 
postures, as well as the Air Force’s Next Generation ISR 
Dominance Flight Plan 2018–2028 forecast that the next 
10 years will see the services rely more heavily on remotely 
crewed systems for balancing great powers and providing 
long-range capabilities in contested environments as a shift 
to missions that must be conducted with declining numbers 
of troops stationed abroad.19 

Reducing the number of people crewing the mission 
may be a medium-term goal, but reducing the cost of the 
mission may already be here. In its report Usage Patterns 

and Costs of Unmanned Aerial Systems, the Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) compared the Air Force’s unmanned 
RQ-4 and the Navy’s manned P-8.20 The report sought to 
examine UAVs’ oft-claimed cost advantages by analyzing 
the full life cycle, including costs per flying hour, to 
create a truer picture of the cost advantage(s) of remotely 
crewed craft. It found that the manned P-8 averaged 
approximately 40 percent fewer flying hours than the 
unmanned RQ-4 (589 hours vs. 945 hours) per aircraft. 

In addition to logging 40 percent fewer flying hours, the 
P-8 was also more expensive than the remotely crewed 
RQ-4, with acquisitions costs slightly more than 20 percent 
higher. The RQ-4 “had an average acquisition cost of $239 
million per aircraft compared with $307 million for a P-8.” 
In combination, the CBO calculated that “between 2014 
and 2018, RQ-4s had a recurring cost per flying hour of 
about $18,700, or 62 percent of the projected cost of about 
$29,900 for the P-8.” This grounds the forecasted savings in 
the lifecycle cost of equipment. Remotely crewed systems 
may also realize ancillary savings including increased 
fuel economy and the ability to transition highly trained 
pilots to other missions, maximizing the impact of current 
personnel.21 As services look to train additional personnel, 
a recent CSIS analysis examined the potential effects 
of remotely crewed systems’ use on flying hours, costs, 
training and operations, and personnel management. It cites 
several sources that estimate the Air Force pilot pipeline 
training costs for remote systems as 95 percent lower than 
training costs for traditionally crewed systems—despite both 
systems being restricted to operators.22

Source: Air Force Total Ownership Cost Database. Prepared by CSIS Defense Budget Analysis: Todd Harrison, “Rethinking the Role of Remotely Crewed Systems in the 
Future Force,” CSIS, CSIS Briefs, https://www.csis.org/analysis/rethinking-role-remotely-crewed-systems-future-force. 

Figure 3: U-2 versus RQ-4 Annual Flying Hours
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These combined savings might shift the focus to reduce 
the number of crewed systems; however, the same CSIS 
analysis indicated that that is not the case. Rather, “the data 
indicate that remotely piloted AISR [airborne intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance] aircraft have not reduced 
demand for crewed aircraft. Rather, these new aircraft have 
been used to satisfy previously unmet demand that existing 
crewed aircraft could not surge to meet.” This is vividly 
demonstrated in Figure 3. 

Comparing the two shows that there has been an increase in 
flying hours, but that the increase has come almost entirely 
from remotely crewed systems, while use of traditional 
craft has remained level. This suggests that remotely crewed 
systems represent a more scalable capacity, a more attractive 
capacity, or a combination of the two. 

Thus, shifting to remotely crewed systems represents 
savings in both cost per hour flown and in training 
operators to fly. A recent CSIS analysis examined the ways 
services have integrated remotely crewed systems. It found 
that, in a world where DoD budgets are flat with inflation 
while the mission set expands, remotely crewed systems 
present a powerful mechanism with which to bridge the 
gap: “the DoD is instead looking for efficiency savings and 
reforms to free up funds within its budget to accommodate 
growing operation and sustainment costs for existing forces 
and lagging modernization needs.”23 

SHIFT TO CLASSIFIED SYSTEMS
In March 2020 remarks to Congress on their force postures, 
both the Air Force and Navy flagged an imminent shift to 
more classified systems. As Senator Cotton remarked to Air 
Force General Goldfein when the latter presented a budget 
that seemingly reduced the amount spent on remotely 
crewed systems, budgets are “making cuts to the stuff that 
we can see and spending money on the stuff we cannot see.”

Shifting to classified systems aligns with the shift to 
operating in more highly contested environments and 
supports great power competition. When he was director 
of the Defense Department’s Strategic Capabilities Office, 
Dr. Will Roper described the case for classified systems: 
“One of the things we’re going to have to remember—and 
that we did quite well in the Cold War—is to [maintain] 
a good balance between the capabilities that we show 
to the world for deterrence versus those that we keep 
behind the door for warfighting overmatch.” This is 
particularly relevant for great power competition, he 
continued: “You’ve got to expect the great powers, unlike 
lessor countries or terrorist groups, are going to be able to 

emulate that capability and potentially implement it, even 
if their operators aren’t as good as ours.”24

This shift to classified systems may also present 
challenges for future analysis, as the systems most closely 
aligned with strategy are also the systems most likely 
to be classified. Funding for stealthy aircraft is often 
classified, which complicates an analysis of remotely 
crewed systems for the ISR mission set. While systems 
like the RQ-170 have since been revealed, there was 
no identifiable funding line for this system.25 This brief 
analyzes unclassified budget lines, which limits its ability 
to track all remotely crewed systems.

In summary, based on this policy rhetoric, we should 
expect to see growing remotely crewed systems portfolios 
across the services, with their growth fueled primarily by 
the ISR mission set. The case in favor of remotely crewed 
systems’ use is clear: as the mission moves to more 
contested theaters, these systems remove the warfighter 
from the greatest danger. With a focus on collecting greater 
data, remotely crewed systems extend the services’ reach: 
they allow birds to remain in the air for longer, and their 
ability to stay in the air across shift changes on the ground 
creates more flexibility in how they operate. Evidence from 
CBO data suggests that remotely crewed systems have a 
cost advantage, which is currently expressed in the cost 
per flying hour, but which could potentially be expressed 
by the cost per effects. This, in turn, multiplies the number 
of missions each service can accomplish with the same 
resources—and it might expand the number of personnel 
able to execute each mission, as pilots’ physical limitations 
are superseded by technology. 

BUDGETARY SUPPORT FOR REMOTELY 
CREWED SYSTEMS
To understand the strategy is to understand the vision for 
remotely crewed systems; to understand the budget is to 
understand the current trajectory. Having discussed above 
the vision laid out in the March 2020 force postures, this 
brief analyzes the current and recent budget trends, and 
notes any differences from the vision. Budgets provide a 
substantive picture of the current status, including what 
has been funded to date, outlining the foundation on which 
future procurement, research, and development will build. 

As there is often a two- to three-year lag between stating 
policy and enacting a presidential budget, it may be too soon 
to see all aspects of the policy vision reflected in budget 
implementation. After reviewing overall spending, this section 
will break out a few key case studies for further examination in 
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an aim to assess the significance of the difference between the 
systems we have, and the systems that strategy demands. 

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TESTING,  
AND EVALUATION
The RDT&E budget includes DoD funding for activities 
conducted by the Department itself (e.g., in government 
labs) or in universities, industry, or other federal labs.26

Within the RDT&E budget, spending is divided by budget 
activity level (BA level), which describes the type of 
research and development being conducted with those 
funds. BA levels break down as follows:27

1. Basic Research

2. Applied Research

3. Advanced Technology Development

4. Advanced Component Development and Prototypes

5. System Development and Demonstration

6. RDT&E Management Support

7. Operational System Development

An eighth level, for Software and Digital Technology Pilot 
Programs, was introduced in Presidential Budget 2021, but 
as such does not have analyzable historical data.28 Thus, 
BA levels indicate a general level of development and 
readiness for a certain technology. Examining the BA levels 
of the past years’ spending, shown in Figure 4, provides an 
indication of the priorities of the current budget.

Until recent years, most identifiable remotely crewed 
system RDT&E was at the operational system development 
stage and typically tied to specific platforms. Basic research 
(levels 1 and 2) stage topics are broad: for example, 
relevant spending took place under Tactical Technology 
or Sensors and Electronic Survivability. As a result, only 
rarely is it possible to identify a budget line predominantly 
focused on remotely crewed systems.29 

Funding at BA levels 4 and 5 has substantively expanded 
in the last two years, suggesting that additional weight has 
been put on the projects at that level. BA level 4 is used 
for new programs, which includes prototypes that have 
seen increasing use under the larger adaptable acquisition 
framework. That said, the robust system development 
and demonstration (BA level 5) spending through 2020 
suggests that some of these systems are advancing to later 
stages of development. The budget lines that have grown 
significantly, been created, or both during the past two 
years under BA level 4 include many Navy technologies 
for developing remote mine hunting, remotely crewed 
undersea vehicles, and medium-to-large remotely crewed 
surface vessels. Three of the ten Navy funding lines at BA 
level 4 relate to remotely crewed aircraft systems, which 
would suggest that overwater ISR collection is not a Navy 
RDT&E priority. However, all the remotely crewed Navy 
systems at BA levels 5 and 7 are aerial, suggesting that the 
Navy is prioritizing moving remotely crewed systems past 
development and into production. 
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Overall, aerial systems account for RDT&E program 
elements that are exclusively devoted to remotely crewed 
systems. However, with the rise in Navy undersea and 
surface systems, that dynamic is shifting and in funding 
terms, requests for aerial systems dip to around half of 
funding in 2022, going as low as 46 percent in 2023. 

Figure 6 shows RDT&E trends by service, with the Air 
Force being an early leader and responsible for more than 
half of the spending in almost every year through 2006. 
The notable exception is 2005, where the Joint Unmanned 
Combat Air Vehicle accounted for $450 million in constant 
dollars one year before the joint program was restructured 
and transferred to the services to attempt to develop a 
Navy carrier-based aircraft.30 That transfer coincided with 
a larger growth in Navy spending on exclusively remotely 
crewed RDT&E budget lines, doubling from a low point 
between 2006 and 2007 and doubling again from 2008 
to 2009. In 2010, the Navy rose to $1 billion in annual 
spending in constant dollars as the MQ-4 Triton received 
its own funding line and was the top Navy line through 
2015. During the 2006–2012 period, Army spending rose 
above $100 million a year in constant dollars, averaging 
more than a third of a billion dollars in constant dollars 
annually during this period. However, that bump was 
made possible in part by the remotely crewed aviation 
and ground vehicles for the Future Combat System, which 
outlived its 2009 cancellation. But as these efforts wound 
down, they were not replaced by research programs of 
comparable size.  

Air Force RDT&E during this past decade has primarily 
funded the MQ-9 Reaper and RQ-4 Global Hawk, and the 
decline in constant dollars from a peak of $488 million 
in 2017 to requests of under $100 million is due to the 
drawdown of those research programs in the absence of 
a replacement. This decline in Air Force spending and the 
future Navy and Army spending plans diversifying into 
maritime and ground vehicles signals that the services are 
changing the types of development being pursued for DoD 
remotely crewed vehicles. That said, the most important 
omission from Figure 6 is DARPA research taking place 
under broad research topics such as Tactical Technology 
or Algorithmic Warfare, the latter of which included 
Project Maven, which used artificial intelligence to process 
imagery from remotely crewed vehicles.

PROCUREMENT
Procurement data shows remarkable growth since the early 
years of 1999, where the MQ-1 Predator was nearly the only 

remotely crewed system to merit its own budget line and 
the Global Hawk was in the president’s budget for 2001 but 
had not yet reached procurement. In the first decade of the 
twenty-first century, funding has spread across a greater 
variety of systems, although a small number of top programs 
drove the distribution among the military services. By 2007, 
in constant dollar terms, spending had increased tenfold from 
201 million to 2.16 billion with the MQ-1 Predator and Global 
Hawk as the largest spenders but with the Army’s shadow 
system, combined special operations forces spending, and the 
Navy’s Fire Scout rounding out the top five. Spending dropped 
during the budget cap period, hitting a low in 2015 before 
being driven up the next year with the purchase of the Navy’s 
MQ-4 Triton, which by 2017 had risen higher than spending 
for the updated MQ-9 Reaper. From that point onward, Navy 
spending on remotely crewed systems has been comparable 
or greater than Air Force spending.

 

As seen in Figure 5, air vehicles are predictably but 
nonetheless remarkably dominant. Even though the 
Navy and Army have often been dominant players when 
it comes to systems that receive their own budget lines, 
aerial remotely crewed systems tend to dominate. This 
historical dominance is shifting in RDT&E with $456 
million and $77 million in constant dollars respectively 

Figure 5: Investment Funding for Exclusively 
Remotely Crewed Budget Lines by Domain

Source: CSIS analysis based on procurement and RDT&E budget documents and 
justification books (PB 2001–21), which can be found at https://comptroller.defense.
gov/Budget-Materials/. 
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requested in 2021 for the Navy’s Medium and Large 
Unmanned Surface Vehicle program and Large Unmanned 
Undersea Vehicles. This trend still holds when looking at 
partial remotely crewed system lines, though there are six 
remotely crewed maritime system lines, including both 
surface and undersea, as well as a total of three cross-
domain lines. That said, in the procurement budget, the 
Army’s ground-oriented Robotics and Applique Systems 
category is steadily growing in constant dollars, from $36 
million spent in 2019 to a requested $232 million in 2025.

ON THE HORIZON
The PB2021 procurement budget shows a decline in 
constant dollars from the nearly $2 billion enacted in 
2020 to a request for $1.2 billion in 2021. With rising Navy 
spending, primarily on the MQ-4 Triton, the out years 
do show a Navy bounce back, increasing 133 percent in 
constant dollars between 2021 and 2025 and reaching a new 
spending high. However, the marked decline in Air Force 
spending, dropping to only $29 million by 2025 in constant 

dollars, means that overall spending is expected to remain 
well below that of recent years. This phenomenon may 
reflect that current unclassified systems are being replaced 
by classified successors, as referenced by Senator Cotton in 
the Air Force’s March 2020 force posture hearing.31

Often, classified budget lines since revealed have 
been dedicated to stealth technology; these classified 
technologies may have been prioritized with the return 
to great power competition and a desire for technology 
that will “scare the Chinese,” in the words of Frank 
Kendall, secretary of the Air Force. Kendall also stated 
his desire to retire whole fleets of aircraft, an idea the 
Department has requested and Congress has rebuffed 
since the Obama administration. Such divestments 
could, if made, rapidly shift spending from unclassified 
to classified budget lines, although Kendall has said that 
efforts to date have not resulted in “real” savings.32 The 
shift to classified systems may represent some portion of 
the decline in Air Force spending. While this brief only 
covers unclassified lines, future analysis might track 

Source: CSIS analysis based on procurement and RDT&E budget documents and justification books (PB 2001–21), which can be found at https://comptroller.defense.gov/
Budget-Materials/. 

Figure 6: Investment Funding for Exclusively Remotely Crewed Budget Lines by Service
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whether historical programs geared toward great power 
competition are cut without clear replacements. 

In sum, an analysis of budget activity levels for current 
RDT&E spending shows increasing dollar amounts going 
toward more advanced budget activity levels over time, 
suggesting that some systems are advancing to higher stages 
of development. The majority of RDT&E funding by program 
elements goes to aerial systems, with five times as many 
aerial systems budget lines as maritime, which comprises 
the second largest number of budget lines. On procurement, 
aerial remotely crewed systems dominate again, with the 
domain supported by funding from the Air Force and, 
increasingly, the Navy. The forecast for procurement shows 
a tick downward as Air Force funding is projected to decline 
in the out years, suggesting that there may be fewer dollars 
to put to aerial remotely crewed systems’ budget lines in the 
unclassified space. 

Having surveyed what is currently being developed and 
acquired, the next question is what the Department already 
has; comparing the two will illustrate where, if anywhere, 
there might be gaps to be filled. Following the broad catalog 
above, the next section will focus on a few key goals centered 
specifically on the use of remotely crewed systems for ISR in 
great power competition, examining key pieces of technology 
that might support those aims. By “finding” its present 
capabilities through the budget and comparing them to stated 
policy goals, this brief will be able to indicate whether the 
actuality of the budget supports the Department’s goals.

“FINDING” CURRENT STATUS
In 2020, the Congressional Research Service released 
a report examining how ISR can support great power 
competition—and within that, how remotely crewed 
systems can support the ISR mission area. Its ISR Design 
for Great Power Competition report outlined five paths 

to increased lethality: (1) high altitude, (2) penetrating, 
persistent, and multi-role remotely piloted aircraft, (3) 
ISR from/for space operations, (4) publicly available 
information (PAI), and (5) ISR from/for cyberspace 
operations. 33 Of those, high altitude and penetrating, 
persistent, and multi-role remotely piloted aircraft have 
the greatest implications for remotely crewed systems 
supporting the ISR mission. There is currently a robust 
inventory of high-altitude equipment available, but many 
fewer options for multi-role remotely piloted aircraft. 

While the unclassified summary of the Air Force’s multi-
function remotely piloted aircraft does not specify a 
definition for multi-function aircraft, in practice this has 
been achieved by combining an ISR mission and a combat 
one. The database Janes, an open-source catalog of defense 
intelligence, lists several systems including the term multi-
function under its remotely crewed systems tag, as shown 
in Table 1.34

One note on the Janes data is that it did not include the X-47, 
a carrier-based unmanned combat aerial vehicle, suggesting 
that the list may not include demonstration aircraft,35 or 
those undergoing testing and development outside the 
Department. This is an encouraging sign, as it suggests there 
may be more systems coming down the pike than otherwise 
might be expected; the X-47 began its purpose-built 
development in 2011. Still, if multi-function remotely crewed 
aircraft remain a priority for the Department, they should also 
remain a priority area for research and development. 

Strikingly, few systems have been initially developed as 
dedicated multi-function platforms, which raises the question 
of whether this may be an area of particular focus for future 
development. Many systems developed in the last 20 years 
have been intended as replacements to existing systems, 
rather than all new capabilities. 

Table 1: Multi-function Remotely Piloted Aircraft

Name Description Year of Initial Development

Northrop G RQ-4 Global Hawk High-altitude long endurance (HALE) 1994

Predator B/MQ-9 Reaper Medium-altitude for target execution and ISR 1998

MQ-1C Gray Eagle Army medium-altitude long endurance 
(MALE); upgrade to MQ-1 and hopeful 
successor to MQ-5 Hunter

2002

Source: Janes.com, database search, July 16, 2021.  
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One of the noted disadvantages of remotely crewed 
systems is the potential for lag time in command relays 
from the operator to the machine; it may be that an 
ISR mission does not face the same problems from a 
slight delay in command relays that a combat mission 
would. Additionally, according to the book Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems in the Cyber Domain, while “the payload 
should drive the platform this tends to be the reverse 
in reality. The platform creates compromised trade-offs 
between a higher quality sensor that weighs more and 
consumes power versus a lower quality sensor that is 
less expensive, lighter, but will require more passes to 
get useable information or will provide a less clean data 
set.”36 Thus, multifunction platforms may begin from a 
combat mission because beginning from a combat chassis 
may mean beginning with engineering that has solved for 
that command relay delay—or may simply mean that the 
platforms are able to carry more weight.

What is clear is the trend for multifunction systems to 
represent adding an ISR capability to a combat platform, 
increasing the capacity of remotely crewed systems to 
conduct ISR. Because these systems add an ISR capacity 
where there was none, multifunction systems expand the 
number of platforms that can be used for ISR even should 
the total number of systems remain the same. 

As outlined in the ISR Design for Great Power Competition 
report, the U.S. Air Force’s push for increased lethality 
and survivability includes both high-altitude and multi-
function aircraft, but few remotely crewed systems land 
in both categories. Janes lists only a single system in that 
category: the RQ-4 Global Hawk. There are a few possible 
explanations for this. 

First, it may be that adding an additional role to a high-
altitude craft creates a requirements weight that drives costs 
too high to be widely deployed unless space to preposition 
craft is at a premium. If, for example, a commander can only 
access or store a limited number of assets, a multi-function 
craft may be more appealing than two specialist systems. An 
ancillary reason may be that the high altitude and multi-
function use cases may be separate domains. Increased 
altitude has traditionally been a significant source of 
protection for surveillance craft, and while the commercial 
definition of high altitude begins at 25,000 feet,37 some 
military aircraft can fly from 70,000 to at least 90,000 
feet.38 While modern surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) may 
pose a threat even at those heights, there may be relatively 
few threats in the high-altitude neighborhood—and with 
remotely crewed craft, no threats at all to the pilot. 

By contrast, there is a much more robust inventory for 
high-altitude craft: Janes lists 31 entries for high-altitude, 
remotely crewed craft. There are several reasons that might 
explain the comparatively robust inventory of remotely 
crewed high-altitude craft. The Air Force has relied on 
altitude to deter attacks on its craft for decades; if, as the 
CBO report discussed above implies, remotely crewed 
systems also present a cost advantage, the one-two punch 
of a legacy priority representing cost savings may alone be 
sufficient to give it a significant presence.39 Remotely crewed 
systems may also present a greater advantage to high-
altitude mission. As the CBO discussed, remotely crewed 
systems allow for a greater number of flying hours—which 
would translate into an increased range or an increased 
number of passes.40 High altitude flight also presents a 
greater number of physical challenges for pilots, presenting 
a greater chance that physical conditions will prevent 
crewed craft from completing a mission as scheduled. For 
non-combat missions that will not suffer from latency in 
the command and control link, remotely crewed craft may 
present many advantages with few, if any, disadvantages. 

The combination of RDT&E spending, procurement 
spending, and current systems suggests that aerial systems 
will continue to comprise the majority of the remotely 
crewed ISR mission. The coming years may not see a robust 
increase in the number or type of new systems coming 
online as Air Force funding ticks downward, although 
Navy funding may make up some of the difference. This 
increases the emphasis on current systems, and two crucial 
capabilities for remotely crewed ISR collection in the face 
of great power competition are multi-function and high-
altitude systems. An examination of the current remotely 
crewed aerial systems in these categories shows that some 
capabilities have a larger number of available programs 
than others, with a robust number of high-altitude craft 
types, and relatively few multi-function ones. This may be 
because multi-function craft are more narrowly useful—but 
if they become critical to the mission, more development 
is needed. As the United States looks to prepare for great 
power competition, its current capacity for ISR centers 
on Air Force and Navy aerial systems, with less RDT&E, 
procurement, and current capacity dedicated toward 

underwater and ground collection. 

CONCLUSION 
As the world shifts back to great power competition, 
remotely crewed systems represent a new capability on 
the global stage. The Air Force Next Generation Flight Plan 
predicts a sharp shift toward contested spaces for peer and 
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near-peer competition. An analysis of the current strategy 
represents a robust capacity for remotely crewed systems 
to support the overarching mission—not just the Air 
Force mission, where they are perhaps most traditionally 
associated, but also the work of the Navy and Army. 

Remotely crewed systems present significant advantages 
for ISR and other mission areas in the face of great power 
competition: they have the potential to extend our 
forces’ reach into contested spaces, bolster ISR, and lower 
costs. Remotely crewed systems remove the warfighter 
from contested spaces while making more passes through 
that space, increasing the fidelity of information gathered 
through longer loiter times while keeping service members 
safer collecting it. Remotely crewed systems allow craft 
to remain in the air longer, potentially across shift times, 
creating the capacity for longer missions that cover 
more ground. These systems represent a cost savings 
both at acquisition and by flying hour, making them cost 
effective as well as mission effective. Most importantly, 
remotely crewed systems keep warfighters out of both the 
extraordinary dangers of entering contested spaces and the 
more quotidian dangers of flight. 

Budgets are the forebearers of tactical operations; where 
they go, capacity and strategy will follow. Through 
analyzing currently-funded systems and priorities, it is 
possible to identify potential gaps between policy and 
implementation—although as the mission continues to 
shift toward the classified space, unclassified data may 
become harder to interpret and yield fewer insights 
into plans for remotely crewed systems. RDT&E 
spending shows a strong move to more highly developed 
technologies and a continued dominance of remotely 
crewed aerial systems across both the Air Force and the 
Navy. While non-aerial systems may come to make up a 
larger proportion of procurement budget lines, this is due 
more to a decline in aerial spending than an uptick in 
other systems; if the Department would like more robust 
ground and maritime capacities, it will need to put muscle 
behind acquiring them. 

As the U.S. government develops its current assets, there are 
a few areas it might prioritize to meet the goals laid out in 
the current force postures. Multifunction remotely crewed 
systems in particular seem to represent a smaller and older 
portion of the current inventory than strategy might call 
for, while enduring priorities like high-altitude craft have 
a robust catalog for the Department to draw on. The sharp 
decline in both RDT&E and procurement spending for aerial 
systems may represent a decline in overall spending—or 
indicate a shift to classified budget lines. Over the past 
decade, remotely crewed systems have been leveraged to 
meet an expanding mission set with a constant budget, but 
future budgets may find they need to devote more spending 
to remotely crewed systems as this return plateaus and 
developing programs reach levels of scalability. 

As the world returns to great power competition and 
the United States must project its power further into 
contested spaces, remotely crewed systems offer a plethora 
of advantages to the mission, not least protecting the 
warfighter. The current inventory is robust and presents 
the armed forces many advantages that were not present 
in the last period of great power competition, including 
the ability to gather more assets from deeper in contested 
spaces with less risk to the warfighter. As we look to the 
future, remotely crewed systems represent a vast potential 
for finding what others are hiding. 
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N. Cheney is an intern with DIIG at CSIS. Sevan Araz is a 
researcher with DIIG at CSIS.
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Appendix I: Exclusively Uncrewed RDT&E Budget Lines

PEBAAccount 
CodeTypePE Short Title

Planned 
Millions 
‹21-›25

Spent 
Millions  
‹99-›20

Start  
Year

Trend

FY2000  FY2010  FY2020

0305204A72040Tact. UAV 49.51  1,785.78 1999

0603820A72040Weapon Cap. Mods. UAV -  10.10 2006

0604662A52040FCS Recon UAVs -  249.55 2008

0305219A72040MQ-1C Gray Eagle -  472.60 2011

0305205A42040Endurance UAVs -  199.07 2011

0305233A72040RQ-7 -  164.60 2011

0305232A72040RQ-11 -  39.00 2011

0305235A72040Vertical UAS -  4.55 2012

0607143A72040UAS Univ. Products 13.74  93.21 2018

0604113A42040FTUAS 165.58  53.29 2019

0605205A52040SUAV (6.5) 25.38  - 2021

0604101A42040SUAV (6.4) 7.27  - 2021

0604641A52040TUGV -  69.67 1999

0604663A52040FCS UGV -  636.49 2008

0604017A42040Robotics Development 667.55  195.30 2018

0605053A52040Ground Robotics 85.68  154.73 2018

0305204N71319Tact. UAV (Navy) 45.47  1,611.68 1999

0305204M71319Tact. UAV (Marine) -  8.88 1999

0305205N 71319UAS Integr. & Interoper. 225.82  1,039.08 2004

AERIALGROUND MARITIME (S&U) MULTI-DOMAINARMY NAVY AIR FORCE DEFENSE-WIDE
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PEBAAccount 
CodeTypePE Short Title

Planned 
Millions 
‹21-›25

Spent 
Millions  
‹99-›20

Start  
Year

Trend

FY2000  FY2010  FY2020

0604402N71319UCAV Adv. Comp/
Prototype -  1,711.82 2007

0305220N71319MQ-4C 65.36  3,801.51 2010

0305231N71319MQ-8 77.33  622.12 2010

0305234N71319STUASL0 (Navy) 32.13  110.70 2010

0305234M71319STUASL0 (Marine) -  52.36 2010

0305233N71319RQ-7 -  37.29 2010

0305232M71319RQ-11 2.65  6.98 2010

0603128N41319UAS -  41.76 2011

0604404N51319UCLASS -  1,179.16 2012

0305239M71319RQ-21A 51.52  117.22 2012

0305237N71319Medium Range 
Maritime UAS -  15.07 2012

0305421N71319RQ-4 Modernization 862.83  952.17 2015

0305242M71319UAS Payloads (MIP) 22.10  58.84 2015

0605414N51319UCA 951.50  1,440.01 2017

0304240M41319Advanced Tact. UAS 
(Marine) 225.51  68.55 2018

0304240N41319Advanced Tact. UAS 
(Navy) -  9.42 2019

0603178N41319 
 SMedium and Large USVs 1,863.16  - 2021

0604122N41319 
 URMS -  43.58 2015

0604536N41319 
 UUndersea Prototyping 308.33  423.75 2017

0604031N41319 
ULarge UUV 438.37  151.64 2018
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PEBAAccount 
CodeTypePE Short Title

Planned 
Millions 
‹21-›25

Spent 
Millions  
‹99-›20

Start  
Year

Trend

FY2000  FY2010  FY2020

0604028N41319 
 USmall & Medium UUV 269.84  63.52 2019

0604029N41319 
 UUUV Core Technologies 198.60  68.65 2019

0603261N41319Tactical Airborne 
Recon. 17.14  119.01 1999

0305205F73600Endurance UAVs -  2,326.20 1999

0603333F 33600UAV Dev/Demo -  49.57 2002

0604731F 53600UCAV (6.5) -  51.74 2003

0604731F 43600UCAV (6.4) -  216.11 2004

0207256F 53600UCAV Program Office -  3.10 2004

0305220F 73600RQ-4 245.09  4,630.06 2005

0305219F 73600MQ-1 Predator A  -  510.64 2005

0604400F 43600J-UCAS (6.4) -  281.67 2006

0603400F 33600J-UCAS (6.3) -  101.71 2006

0205219F73600MQ-9 564.02  1,688.67 2008

0602907F23605Endurance UAVs -  5.80 2009

0603400D8Z3400J-UCAS (6.3) -  450.56 2005

0305219BB7400MQ-1 Predator A -  42.49 2008

1105219BB7400MQ-9 96.21  155.96 2010

1105233BB7400RQ-7 -  3.30 2012

1105232BB7400RQ-11 -  2.80 2012

0305231BB7400MQ-8 -  5.14 2013
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PEBAAccount 
CodeTypePE Short Title

Planned 
Millions 
‹21-›25

Spent 
Millions  
‹99-›20

Start  
Year

Trend

FY2000  FY2010  FY2020

1160434BB7400ISR 115.86  142.77 2017

0604400D8Z4400Common Development 13.67  493.81 2005

1160428BB7400UV -  106.93 2007

Source: CSIS analysis based on procurement and RDT&E budget documents and justification books (PB 2001–21), which can be found at https://comptroller.defense. 
gov/Budget-Materials/. Cross-year matching developed by CSIS’s Defense Budget Analysis program.

Note: Dollar figures are in constant 2020 millions. Trend graphs use a variable y-axis scale.
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Appendix II: Exclusively Uncrewed Procurement Budget Lines

Line ItemBSABAAccount 
CodeTypeLine Item  

Short Title

Planned 
Millions 
‹21-›25

Spent 
Millions  
‹99-›20

Start 
Year

Trend

FY2000  FY2010  FY2020

9558BA03308022035TUAV 0.001.172000

9555B003018022035TUAS0.003171.032001

9563B003038022035SUAS0.00204.232006

9696B103009622035Weaponization of UAS0.0037.862007

9670A000051012031MQ-10.004149.362010

9555A000181022031RQ-7 Mods0.002554.252010

0420A000201022031MQ-1  Payload0.00669.062010

9675A000101012031RQ-1196.73354.162010

0430A000251022031MQ-1 Weaponization0.0021.472010

9680A000151012031BCT UAV 0.0030.642011

0023A010011022031MQ-1  Payload (MIPS)5.97377.602015

9990A199002012031Sepctrum Army SUAS0.00181.982017

9556A010021022031UAS Mods8.4187.782017

0756AA66011022031MQ-1C Mods43.90283.572018

0028A027061022031UAS Equipment15.1245.032018

9672A005101012031Future UAS289.2512.102020

0013A013102012031TUAS0.000.00

9555B003011022031RQ-7 Mods0.000.00

AERIALGROUND MARITIME (S&U) MULTI-DOMAINARMY NAVY AIR FORCE DEFENSE-WIDE
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Line ItemBSABAAccount 
CodeTypeLine Item  

Short Title

Planned 
Millions 
‹21-›25

Spent 
Millions  
‹99-›20

Start 
Year

Trend

FY2000  FY2010  FY2020

9221F000019032035UGV0.0067.772011

4868W120022032035Robotics & Applique 
Systems962.06167.562017

9224F000029032035BCT UGV0.000.00

443141506MQ-8221.811482.272007

4227441507USMC Tactical UAS0.00251.542007

47571641109UAS (Intel)114.59159.682010

441141506RQ-70.00130.142010

444141506STUASL0159.27313.472011

589151506RQ-70.00110.912011

442141506MQ-42224.112952.222013

47371541109RQ-210.00424.412013

588151506MQ-8117.56140.482015

47871641109UAS Payloads10.0838.012017

2S321721810DON UAS 20.007.542017

2S311721810DON UAS 10.005.862017

596151506MQ-4276.2795.672018

4269331810UMCS-UCA Mission 
Control369.9635.812019

598151506RQ-21139.2782.312019

451141506MQ-9A0.0053.112020

16111511810 
 (U)Small & Medium UUV272.1625.602020
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Line ItemBSABAAccount 
CodeTypeLine Item  

Short Title

Planned 
Millions 
‹21-›25

Spent 
Millions  
‹99-›20

Start 
Year

Trend

FY2000  FY2010  FY2020

4250331810Lamps Equipment38.751.392019

PRDTA1543010MQ-10.003113.171999

PRDT01553010MQ-1 Mods0.00965.571999

HAEUAV543010RQ-40.005965.782001

SUAVA0543010Small UAVs0.0012.822003

HAWK00553010RQ-4 Mods278.27999.352007

PRDTB1543010MQ-9 (Aircraft)302.527223.962008

PRDTB2553010MQ-9 Mods537.882074.932008

RAVENB443010RQ-110.0010.882011

PRDTB3553010MQ-9 Payloads46.10251.822012

RQ440P543010RQ-4 Block 400.0013.872013

RQ4GCM553010RQ-4 GSRA/CSRA 
Mods0.0025.962014

PRDTB1273010MQ-9 (Supp. Equip. & 
Facilities)0.0032.952016

RQ4DIS273010RQ-4 Changes178.85175.572017

Q020BR543010RQ-20B60.5025.822019

PRDTB11063010MQ-9 (Spares & 
Repair)12.250.002021

PRDTB31063010MQ-9 Payloads0.000.00-1

0207UV42300Unmanned Vehicles 
(BSA 4)0.00233.662007

0207UV12300Unmanned Vehicles 
(BSA 1)0.00278.682008

1108MQ912300MQ-957.77289.462010
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Line ItemBSABAAccount 
CodeTypeLine Item  

Short Title

Planned 
Millions 
‹21-›25

Spent 
Millions  
‹99-›20

Start 
Year

Trend

FY2000  FY2010  FY2020

1108MQ112300MQ-10.0073.202010

1108STU12300STUASL00.0052.872010

0809RQ1112300RQ-110.0035.862011

1108RQ712300RQ-70.000.512012

214336900112300MQ-80.008.512013

0201UMNISR12300ISR147.31298.002017

Source: CSIS analysis based on procurement and RDT&E budget documents and justification books (PB 2001–21), which can be found at https://comptroller.defense. 
gov/Budget-Materials/. Cross-year matching developed by CSIS’s Defense Budget Analysis program.

Note: Dollar figures are in constant 2020 millions. Trend graphs use a variable y-axis scale.
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